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Online video commercials aren't just the future - they are the now and they will

only grow in importance. Platforms like YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook are

all huge proponents of brand awareness and growing sales.

Imagine being able to spend as much money as you wanted on TV commercials

in the early 1990s when THE WHOLE FAMILY used to sit down and watch TV

every night.

Imagine the same for the radio in the 1920s and 30s.

Right now, you can reach more people for less money and you can target the

exact type of person you want with Facebook or YouTube video commercials -

and we are here to help.

About Brand Lab Media

"Branding" based marketing is primarily focused on vanity metrics, which is not

ideal for small businesses.

"Direct response" marketing is an opposing school of marketing that has

traditionally delivered more immediate results. However, most people find this

style of advertising annoying, pushy, and manipulative. This style can have

negative effects on a brand's image.

Through over a million dollars of testing, Brand Lab Media has developed a

system of advertising we call, "Direct Branding." Direct Branding offers the best

advantages of both schools of thought, bringing in immediate sales and doing it

in a way that builds goodwill, brand equity, and legitimate desire in your

customers.

Why Video Marketing?
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Step One: Get
Attention

You cannot sell anything to anyone if you don't first
have their attention!
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We all operate in our day to day activities with certain patterns.

In the case of using Facebook, our normal pattern is to quickly scroll through

each post until something stops us from doing so.

In order to grab the attention of someone scrolling through their news feed on

their phone, you must interrupt their pattern. The first scene of your video must

cause them to stop what they're doing and watch your video.

How?

We call it a pattern interrupt. There are so many ways to do it but we Will focus

on a few. These tactics range from blatant, direct, and in-your-face, to subtle and

cinematic.

A Few Ideas...

Put your face directly in the camera! Your face in the newsfeed will get people

to at least watch the first couple of seconds.

Movement - this could mean anything from engaging cinematography to

body movement, like suddenly jumping onto the screen. Our eyes naturally

are designed to detect movement so movement on camera plays into this.

Flashing text. It can come across cheesy so be careful but it does work.

Offer a different perspective! We LOVE to use drone footage as an opening

scene of a commercial. Everyone loves aerial cinematography and it's a sure

way to get people to watch more.

Anything outrageous - think Old Spice commercials or the Poo-Pourri videos

Take a look at how well this first scene grabs your attention. The flames in your

face are hard to scroll past.

Attracting Attention
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Catchy camera movement sets this ad apart. It makes you want to watch just a

little bit more.

(Check out the appendix for some more awesome examples!)

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMY78TcytGc
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6oxpWlCzrU


Step Two: Entertain

Now that you've gotten your audience's attention, you
need to keep it, connect with your audience with some

type of emotion.
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Now that you have your audience's attention, you have to keep it. Studies show

that a majority of consumers don't watch a Facebook ad all the way to the end -

but you can change that with two simple tricks: showing personality and making

a connection.

Making an Emotional Connection

EVERY PERSON passes your content through an internal social filter. This filter is

where they decide, do I relate? Are they trustworthy? Is this socially acceptable?

Few will care about the features of your product or service until you have passed

through this mental filter.

Creating an emotional connection in a video is a lot like creating an emotional

connection in real life - you have to pick something about yourself, or your

business, that your audience will identify with.

Emotion doesn't only mean tears. It means any emotion. People connect to one

another based on "feelings" and "vibes." This is your chance to access that level

of connection. As long as there is a connection, you are succeeding. 

Some Ideas...

Make them laugh!

Make them dream!

Inspire them!

Tell a story. We understand the world through stories. It can be a story about

you, a story of a brand ambassador, or a story about a client/customer.

There isn't a mom in the world that wouldn't relate and connect to this.

Connect With Your
Audience
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Great job of connecting humanity and real people to something that is an

extremely dry topic.

(See the appendix of this guide for some examples of Facebook commercials

that get it right.)

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTTs7ewuDY8
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntYTri1cUzc


Step Three: Why You?

Is your product or service worth it? Your big idea. The
thing that makes you different.
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Do you sell the steak or the sizzle?

Which one is correct? Short answer: both.

The truth is that different people are going to rely on different kinds of

storytelling, so it's important to focus on both. You have to connect with

someone emotionally first, but after that, you also want to tell them the features

of your product.

The "Big Idea"

Remember the P90X informercials? Their big idea? Muscle Confusion!Muscle Confusion!

In the beginning, the infomercial focuses on making a connection by making the

audience dream. Super fit people with dreamy physiques that anyone would die

to have. Also testimonials of once flabby people turned into Greek gods and

Goddesses.

You know you want those results.... But, what will make their product different

than the 97 others you have already tried? BOOM! Muscle confusion.

Other workouts suffer from plataeu syndrome. By switching the workouts every 6

weeks, it confuses your muscles and you continue improving forever!

This formula, allowed p90x to do over $1 billion in revenue.

This is why you sell the steak and the sizzle!This is why you sell the steak and the sizzle!

But What About MY Industry?

Let's think about this for a couple other industries.

If you're a chiropractor, or in an industry where treatments and symptoms are

your wheelhouse, you can talk about and show typical treatments that people

associate with doctors and then show how you can conquer those symptoms at

Estabish Your Value
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the source, instead of just treating symptoms.

Carpet cleaning? Other carpet cleaners leave harmful chemicals that are bad for

the environment, your pets, and children! Ours is biodegradable!

Have celebrity endorsements? Payton Manning eats our pizza!

This really is the climax of your commercial. This is the point at which you want

your prospect to be thinking, how can I buy this? Which leads us to our next

point...



Step Four: Call To
Action

Get them to do something with all that great content
you just gave them!
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So many ads fall flat on their face at this point. It's one thing if the purpose of

your ad is to stay "top of mind." However, this is the "4-step Guide to Facebook

Commercials that SELL!"

Create a call to action and give your prospect a direct path to take that action.

Landing Pages

Every digital ad campaign should strongly weigh the pros and cons of a

dedicated landing page created specifically for that product or service.

It isn't necessarily required every time but usually it is strongly recommended or

even a requirement.

We see businesses making the mistake all the time of sending traffic to the

homepage of their website.

Consider that 80% of traffic from Facebook will come from a mobile device which

means that people will not sit on your website and browse around until they find

what they want. If that person clicked on your landing page based on a specific

product offering, they should receive that exact product offering and not be

given the option of browsing around your entire business.

Keep it simple. That means don't send them to a page that represents your

entire business. The bounce rate for businesses that don't have a solid strategy

for their landing page is incredibly high.

So What Now?
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Bonus Tip: Long Copy

The text that sits above your video is arguably as
important as the video itself.
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Some people read. Some people watch. It is not 100% universal that people

would prefer to watch a video. 

Why Long Copy?

Not every ad has the same purpose or is targeted at the same audience.

However, when the goal is to take a cold audience and bring them all the way

through your funnel, ultimately ending in a a sale, long copy text is ALWAYS the

most effective way to go.

Long copy allows you to answer more of your customer's questions and

overcome their objections before they can even raise them.

The reader can read and re-read something that is of particular interest to them.

The reader reads at the pace that is comfortable to them rather than the pace of

the video you have made.

What we are getting at here is this: don't underestimate the power of written

word. It's not dead and it does enhance the effectiveness of your videos.

Long Copy vs. Short Copy
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FUNNY

POOPOURRI

DOLLAR BEARD CLUB

SQUATTY POTTY

CHATBOOKS

EDUCATIONAL

PURPLE

THOMAS DELAUER

THOMAS DELAUER

LAFORGE

NAMELY

JUICING VEGETABLES

INSPIRATIONAL

MASTERCLASS GORDON RAMSAY

BILLY GENE

PET SNACKS

Best Facebook Video
Commercial Examples
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKLnhuzh9uY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69C3md2f6P0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbYWhdLO43Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTTs7ewuDY8
https://www.facebook.com/LifeOnPurple/videos/532498263607421/
https://www.facebook.com/thomas.delauer/videos/p.1563080237069748/1563080237069748/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/thomas.delauer/videos/p.1901166676766212/1901166676766212/?type=2&theater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6oxpWlCzrU
https://www.ispot.tv/ad/AujR/namely-the-new-face-of-hr
https://www.facebook.com/VegetableJuicing/videos/989895737732299/
https://www.facebook.com/masterclassofficial/videos/p.10212266373991617/10212266373991617/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/daumier.limachirino/videos/661922317265617/
https://www.facebook.com/1436640986625981/posts/1741986616091415


Want More Help?

HIRE US!
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http://brandlabmedia.com/take-action/

